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Once a cat

Chased a rat

And then came up with a sprat

Shall I eat it

On the way?
No, I’ll give

To Andrei.
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There are reeds

In the bay

Where the perch all come to play.

Dancing big fish,

Dancing small fish,

Dancing in a fish ballet!



Porky Nenila

Said her son, Piggy Willie,

Was the very best piggy of all:

So round of thigh,

So bright of eye,

A nose so flat,

And cheeks so fat!

Indeed, the best piggy of all!
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Are two angry crows

Each has turned

Though the bug was

They quarreled over
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Rooster Red in black boots

Brown Hen eating fruits.
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Two new chicks from a nest
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Granny Cow has come, too
T„ „ , n C Ul,,„Ducky in a new dress,
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Grandpa Hedgehog, <can you
hear?

We’re all running to be near.

Don’t you jump onto the bank
Wait until we find a plank,

Otherwise you’ll get all wet.

Your new boots will be a

wreck!
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Young Bunny Yegor

Was a great one for sport,

But, oh, did he scream

When he fell in the stream!



In a forest of firs

He ran smack into burs

long tail was caught tight

was stuck there all night.
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Through woods black and darker

Fox hurried. I marked her,

'‘What's in your big wicker?”

"Some mushrooms I picked here

“I'll fry them in butter

"For* my son and daughter.”



Squirrel one day

Came to visit and play.

In a sieve of a boat.

Rowing bard with a yoke,

With her tail for a sail.

Shall I tell you my tale

Once again?
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